
Our company is looking to fill the role of activity coordinator. To join our growing
team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for activity coordinator

Makes up outpatient schedules two days in advance and delivers to
Admitting
Continually monitors charts at desk or on chart board for orders, times tests
are ordered and for completion of tests in keeping up with work flow
Maintains all log books
Acts as a computer resource for unit
Maintains a current working knowledge of capabilities, availability of other
Hospital departments (i.e., who can do what, hours available, specific
requirements)
Identify constraints and/or restrictions that may impact the ability to fulfill
work requests
Works with Integrated Supply Chain to ensure plant needs are met
Works with Schedule Execution to resolve exceptions to production
schedules, which are not covered by Business rules
Coaches plant personnel on measurement tools and daily updates of
performance records and business measurements
Collect and/or review process data for improvement purposes and corrective
actions

Qualifications for activity coordinator

Supporting the Group Manager with the day to day running of the contracts
Full responsibility for successful execution of 10-15 educational activities
and/or series per year involving collaboration with University stakeholders

Example of Activity Coordinator Job Description
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external stakeholders (meeting facility managers, vendors, and industry
support representatives)
Based on knowledge and experience, makes recommendations to faculty
activity directors on educational content, activity format, target audience, and
potential areas of commercial support
Generates custom proposals for each activity that include a planning timeline,
marketing strategies, draft budget of estimated expenses, planning meeting
notes, and additional critical items to be addressed
Builds and maintains course websites for each educational activity using
Cvent (Event Management Software) for the purpose of marketing the
educational activity, distributing invitations, managing registration, and
collecting attendee fees
Negotiates contracts for program location and additional vendor services
based on knowledge of internal/external venues and contract language


